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Problem Statement
In their trend-setting paper, “The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship”, M.
Wilkinson, et al., state:
“Good data management is not a goal in itself, but rather is the key conduit leading to
knowledge discovery and innovation, and to subsequent data and knowledge integration
and reuse by the community after the data publication process.” 1
For data to be findable, interoperable, and reusable, it first needs to be normalized (so that data from different
sources can be aligned) and most importantly, it needs to be cleaned up, so it is free from original human and
machine errors.
For both tasks, it is a standard practice to align data to wellestablished standard ontologies2 and controlled vocabularies and to
curate it, both manually and digitally. While there is no automated
solution that can guarantee clean and well-aligned data, an efficient
semi-automated solution can do all preliminary work, leaving
curators with fewer, more complex cases.
One of the main goals of automated curation is to harmonize data
semantically, syntactically, and phonetically, so it can be discovered
and shared between studies and domains. This paper is focused
mostly on Rancho BioSciences’ solution for rapid, practical data
harmonization based on phonetic alignment.
Before mapping the terms, one needs to select the best vocabulary
source for alignment, preferably as domain specific as possible3. For
example, if one considers a collection of chemical compounds
captured from an Electronic Lab Notebook, one may want to select
ChEMBL4 as a vocabulary source. The selected source then needs
to be pre-processed, loaded and pre-indexed. For the term mapping
task, the goal is to choose the best (fastest and more precise) algorithm for calculating the distance between
standard and misspelled terms, presenting mapping sorted by similarity score (SML).
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Solution
Prior Art: Existing algorithms for fuzzy string matching
The most used methods for fuzzy string matching5 can be grouped in five main categories:
Soundex (metaphone, double-metaphone) – assigns same key to similar sounding English-based phonemes,
thus accounting for possible misspellings.
List Method – lists all possible misspellings of a given term, and then finds best match between these terms
and a given “dirty” term.
Edit Distance Method6 (Levenshtein, Jaro-Winkler, Jaccard7) – calculates how many transformations it
takes to get from the standard term to its “dirty” variant.
Statistical Similarity Method – trains the model to recognize similar terms based on a large training set of
similar pairs.
Hybrid method(s)8 – first uses a common key (like metaphone) method for high recall and then uses a
statistical method to achieve high precision.

Rancho Solution and Methods
When building our term-mapping solution, we found that most of the existing methods are either too restrictive
(statistical methods) or too permissive (soundex method). Furthermore, the better the method, the more
expensive it is computationally. Our solution is two-pronged: first, instead of looking for all possible language
misspellings, to select the best ontologies to map the data to, and second, to pre-index the standard ontology
terms to accelerate the mapping process.
Our solution towards efficient term mapping has two components. First, instead of looking for all possible
language misspellings we select the best ontologies, such as those described by at the Open Biology and
Biomedical Ontology (OBO) Foundry9, to which the data should be mapped to, and second, to accelerate the
mapping process, we pre-index the standard ontology terms.
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To help with selecting the ontologies, we have developed an ontology mapping suggester tool
(http://scigraphplus.rbsdb.net:8080/fuzzy/suggest/ - currently in beta). This tool allows users to paste their
curated text or term list, and as its name may imply, it then suggests the best ontologies, simultaneously using
Rancho, BioPortal (https://bioportal.bioontology.org/)10, and EBI OLS suggester11 tools.
Once the desired ontology or ontologies are selected by the curator, we encounter the first technical problem
that needs to be solved – slow performance. As anyone who has used services such as BioPortal can attest,
existing ontology stores are often exceptionally large and quite slow because they store hierarchies and
relationships as well as additional information.
However, for mapping purposes, we only need just a few fields, namely label, synonyms, and CURIEs (See
Glossary).
Thus, we can simply extract this information and store it in a fast (indexed) database, while maintaining
CURIEs as a back-link to the full ontology store. We achieve through the development of ETL (Extract,
Transform, and Load) scripts that take standard ontology formats (e.g., OWL, OBO, TTL) as input and convert
them into the CSV format for the ingestion into the Rancho ontology store.

Figure 1: Sample Rancho Ontology Mapping Suggester output.
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For the ontology store, we use SciGraph (https://github.com/SciGraph/SciGraph), an open-source tool,
running on Neo4j. We have built several Java applications that interface with SciGraph to perform ontologyrelated tasks.
There are a few established mapping methods that allow indexing. The method we found most efficient is the
trigram method implemented as a PostgreSQL extension (refer to e.g.,
https://www.postgresonline.com/journal/archives/169-Fuzzy-string-matching-with-Trigram-and-Trigraphs.html
for detailed information and https://ii.nlm.nih.gov/MTI/Details/trigram.shtml for applying to MeSH subject
headers).
While indexing with trigrams takes some time (about four hours12 for our entire ontology store; it is comparable
with or better than previously reported methods), the actual similarity score calculation is fast enough to use in
live applications. This means that once background indexing has completed, our implementation allows
curators to interact with an ontology with sub-second speed.
We align raw data to standard ontologies that may or may not be combined with customer-specific
vocabularies. This approach allows us to apply domain knowledge across different datasets. In addition, upon
mapping, standard ontologies enrich the source term with synonyms and abbreviations, as well as hierarchical
and other types of relationships to other terms and concepts.
The resultant indexed Postgres Trigram database allows fuzzy term mapping yet preserves a link (via
CURIE) to the ontology server that is used to perform hierarchical tasks, such as common ancestor queries,
term level alignment, and annotation services.

Figure 2: Example of a Rancho Term Mapping Endpoint (similarity score SML is between 0 and 1, 1 being the exact match).

Our dual Ontology-Database Solution has several endpoints that allow us to feed term mapping results to
upstream applications and bulk mapping scripts.
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In addition to scripts and simple UI applications, we have developed a Microsoft Excel plugin that allows
users to annotate their terms directly within Excel.

Figure 3: Example of Microsoft Excel Plugin Mapping Results.

For faster delivery and deployment, we containerize our solution, so we can quickly create custom versions
with task-specific ontologies.

Discussion
We approach the term-mapping task with an understanding that real data harmonization cannot be fully
automatic; instead, the question that must first be asked is whether it is more cost effective to manually curate
the data. The answer to this question depends on two parameters: data size and mapping success rate. Based
on our internal benchmarks for larger datasets, automatic curation is inefficient if its success rate is less than
65%. Importantly, regardless of success rate, a rigorous manual QC is always required post-automation.
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Figure 4: Success rate of fuzzy tool as a function of similarity score provided by the tool for the tasks of mapping adverse events description to
MedDRA terminology (top diagram) and mapping between read code (medical coding system used in the UK) and SNOMED (bottom diagram).
Green bars represent total number of terms with a specified similarity score.
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One of the typical issues with large ontologies is that they represent ontology-specific knowledge, yet they also
contain data from other ontologies. For example, the EFO (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/efo/) ontology contains many
more terms pulled from other ontologies, such as UO (https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/UO), ChEBI
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/), and Uberon (https://uberon.github.io/), rather than its own original terms. This
presents an interesting issue: if the solution mapped a term to a UO concept, is it different from the “full” UO
ontology mapping? Furthermore, as most ontologies are not updated regularly, term mapping performed today
may become partially obsolete in future years.
To solve these issues, Rancho is developing an Ontology Versioning System that will keep track of term
provenance, perform regular ontology updates from sources of record, and keep track of the ontology versions.

Algorithm Improvements
One of the common issues with term mapping is that it tends to be biased towards word length. Thus, most
mapping algorithms will give “adil tablet“ ↔ “aspirin tablet” mapping higher score than the “adil tablet“ ↔ “advil”
mapping because the word “tablet” is longer than the word “advil”. To account for this, we implemented a
Fuzzy+ version of the solution that uses the TF*IDF (term frequency * inverse document frequency,
stemmed, stop words omitted) algorithm that adjusts mapping scores according to the frequency of terms in
the ontology. While this algorithm strongly improves the mapping quality, it comes at a cost, as in its current
iteration, it is computationally quite expensive. It is thus only used for specific, large volume mapping tasks.
One potential area for further improvement in our Fuzzy Mapping tool is to migrate it from Excel to a standalone application, as the Excel Plugin tends to be slower than the direct mapping (e.g., using a custom script).
In addition, the Excel Plugin needs to be supported to account for new and platform-specific versions of Excel.
To solve that, we plan to develop a web curation UI that can interface quickly and directly with the Rancho
Fuzzy Mapping Tool, while preserving the basic functionality of Excel.

Glossary
Controlled vocabulary is a list of terms which a community has agreed upon. For example: Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday are the days of the week.
Concepts are the units of thought —ideas, meanings, or (categories of) objects and events. Concepts exist in
the mind as abstract entities which are independent of the terms used to label them. Concepts are identified by
URIs. To group concepts, we use concept schemes and collections.
CURIEs are Compact URIs of the form [resource:id], e.g. [wikipedia.en:leonya].
IRI is an Internationalized Resource Identifier. This is an internationalized extension of the URL.
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Ontology describes what types of things exist in the domain and how they are related. A vocabulary is
composed of terms with clear definitions controlled by some internal or external authority. For example, the
ontology triple ex:dog skos:broader ex:mammal states that dog is part of the broader concept mammal.
Taxonomy is a controlled vocabulary organized in a hierarchy. For example, we can have the terms
Computer, Tablet and Laptop and the concepts Tablet and Laptop are subclasses of Computer because a
Tablet and Laptop are types of Computers.
Thesaurus is a taxonomy with information about each concept including preferred and alternative terms
(“Computer” in English, “Computador” or “Ordenador” in Spanish). Thesaurus may contain relationships to
related concepts. For example, the concepts “Computer” and “Software” have some type of relationship.
URI is a Uniform Resource Identifier. URIs include URL (locator), URN (name, e.g., doi) etc., in the format:
scheme:[//authority]path[?query][#fragment]
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